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Crew Solutions
Use science with optimizers
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Consultancy
Impact assessments and more

CAPI
Integrated into your environment

Training
Courses for planners and managers

CFAS
Add-on assessment capability

Data Collection Surveys
Collect data using CrewAlert

CrewAlert
Collect data and get acquainted

Limitations
The fatigue mitigation functionality is provided for 
reference only and calculated for an average indi-
vidual. The strategy produced might not apply well to 
you personally. 

In addition, the functionality optimizes the predicted 
alertness only for a certain point in time (chosen by 
you). This means that the strategy provided could 
affect alertness negatively at another point in time. 
Always remember that you are responsible for your 
fitness for duty at all times.  

Initiating Fatigue Mitigation
From the Graph view, 
touch-and-hold any point 
in the future to see fatigue 
mitigation strategies with 
potential for boosting 
alertness. After accepting 

the warning dialogue, adjust the time and date. Tap 
Done, and CrewAlert investigates up to 900,000 
possible sleep and light exposure strategies. Strate-
gies are calculated for the 48 hours before the time 
chosen (72 hours on faster devices). This typically 
takes 4–10 seconds.

Results
CrewAlert presents the strategies in two parts: 

A new sleep-wake log with the ideal sleep-wake 
pattern, which maximizes alertness and minimizes 
the negative impact on natural sleep patterns. The 
suggested sleep-wake log has a red border distin-
guishing it from your manually created sleep-wake 
logs. Delete them or keep them as a reminder. The 
red border is removed once the log is modified. Tap 
the blue sleep periods, to view the details. 

A semi-transparent overlay 
appears, with eight mitiga-
tion aspects (for example: 
sleep, light exposure, and 
caffeine). 

Tap the icons on the left for more information on 
each aspect. Tap the red and green markers for 
each aspect, to view the details. A red bar indicates 
“avoid”, and green indicates “apply”. 

Fine-tuning
If the fatigue mitigation strategy contains sleep or 
wake that does not work for you, you can add an 
s/w log in the future – and the optimizer will take 
that into account. This is like asking the system 
“what would be a possible strategy for staying 
awake these four hours in the afternoon local time?” 

The optimizer takes into account all prior duties, 
sleep-wake patterns, and your personal settings 
(such as diurnal type and habitual sleep length). 

 

Availability
The fatigue mitigation functionality is only available 
in CrewAlert Pro, from version 2.0 onwards. The Pro 
version is available in most major markets. 

See the FAQ on the next page 

CrewAlert Fatigue Mitigation Functionality 
Functionality for identifying science-guided fatigue mitigation strategies. 
  
Applying fatigue training and scientific advice in your daily life can be difficult and time consuming. CrewAlert Pro has 
a built-in function for applying science-based principles to the roster context, calculating fatigue mitigation strategies 
automatically within seconds.   
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Jeppesen FlitePlan Weight and Balance 
Calculate weight and balance easily and accurately.

A well-balanced aircraft operates more safely and fuel-efficiently. Jeppesen’s innovative and user-

friendly FlitePlane Weight and Balance lets you calculate weight and balance quickly and easily,  

with or without Internet access.

Our Weight and Balance solution is suitable for small, medium, and 
large commercial airlines. 

Improve aircraft efficiency, save fuel and 
lower costs.
Quick and easy access to operations support 

services is key, especially when it comes to providing 

accurate aircraft weight and balance calculations. 

Our FlitePlan Weight and Balance provides aircraft 

operators of all shapes and sizes with a flexible and 

dynamic way to ensure load-plan accuracy and 

integrity in day-to-day operations.  

The weight and balance calculator supports the 

entire spectrum of load-control activities and makes 

it easy to properly load the aircraft to ensure efficient 

in-flight performance. By loading the aircraft at or 

near the aft limit, the aircraft will climb faster, cruise 

faster and save fuel.

FlitePlan Weight and Balance has two components: 

the PC application Powerloader and the online system 

eLoadsheet. Both  are fully integrated and share 

aircraft master database and user management, 

and also integrate extensively with Jeppesen flight 

planning solutions and third-party systems.  

The weight and balance calculator produces 

accurate load sheets, load plans and associated 

documentation for airline load planners and weight 

and balance specialists. 

Aircraft configuration managers can also use our 

weight and balance solution. The aircraft operator, as 

well as any designated third parties such as aircraft 

handlers, can control the aircraft weight and balance 

and performance database.

See how FlitePlan Weight and Balance 
can benefit your operation. 
•	 It adapts to any organization. Whether your  load 

control orientation is centralized or decentralized; 

primary/secondary, or both. It works whether your 

load control process extends into the cockpit or not.

•	 The system is easy to learn and use.

•	 It makes it easy to manage mission-critical 

information.

•	 It includes an extensive set of interfaces that 

integrate with Jeppesen flight planning.

Enjoy the power of Powerloader.
Powerloader is a stand-alone, weight-and-balance 

calculation program with a range of powerful 

features. It shares an aircraft database and a user 

database with eLoadsheet.

•	 A Windows-based, stand-alone, weight-and-balance 

program that can make calculations anywhere

•	 Synchronizes data–all data is centralized and up 

to date 

•	 Easy to operate 

•	 Produces  IATA standard loadsheets

•	 Eliminates math errors to ensure proper weight 

and balance, and greater efficiency

•	 Uses graphic representation to show visual effect 

of weight changes, for optimum loading

•	 Simplifies calculations by accessing aircraft 

databases, such as an aircraft center of gravity. 

Updates databases through eLoadsheet.net.

•	 Saves time through a direct link to external  

check-in systems. Passenger data is fed directly 

into the program 

Learn more about what we offer.
For more information about Jeppesen Fatigue Risk Management, visit jeppesen.com/FRM.

http://www.jeppesen.com/frm
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Why did a flight on my roster shift from green to 
red when I used this functionality? 

This is the effect of optimization only for the 
chosen point in time. This functionality provides 
“possible strategies for maximizing alertness at 
chosen time for an average individual.” If an 
active flight becomes worse, the strategy might 
not be a good one—unless several other flights 
shifted from red to green. 

Why did the flight that I requested a strategy for 
shift from green to red? 

CrewAlert determines the color of a duty based on 
the predicted level of alertness at top-of-descent 
(TOD). It is possible that predicted alertness at 
the time chosen for “optimization” has improved, 
but the TOD prediction has become worse. 

Why does the graph improve only marginally 
when I run the functionality?   

We are using the prediction model to gage the 
effectiveness of the mitigation strategy. The 
model, however, does not include all aspects in a 
quantifiable way. The graph only responds to the 
new sleep-wake pattern and light exposure. 

It could also be that, given available time and 
duties, very little can be done. Time of day (body 
clock time) is a strong component in alertness, 
making night flights difficult to improve, while 
keeping close to realistic and natural sleep pat-
terns. 

Why am I getting a strategy for other points in 
time in addition to the time I asked for?

Initially, the functionality optimizes alertness 
only for the chosen point in time. Next, it takes a 
“glance” at active flights and provides apply/avoid 
markers with potential of improving low-alertness 
situations on those flights, without compromising 
the initial result. 

Some sleep patterns presented interfere with 
“social time” at the arrival station.

In scenarios with large time zone transitions, the 
body clock gets out of synch with local time, and 
the ideal times for sleep might occur during the 
day. The functionality pays little attention to social 
needs. To stay awake at a certain time to benefit 
from local daytime conditions, or to sleep at a time 
you are less likely to be disturbed, add a sleep-
wake log. As it is not easy to bank sleep before-
hand, sleep deprivation is the main tool for shifting 
sleep patterns. The functionality often provides 
a strategy based on staying up longer, or forcing 
yourself up early. These strategies may be tough to 
apply, but the functionality minimizes this offset-
time, and prioritizes staying up late over getting up 
early.  

Why is the marker for “avoid light” displayed dur-
ing proposed sleep? Isn’t that a given?

Certain aspects may seem redundant or con-
tradictory, but are still there as a back-up. In 
this case, read it as “it is important to avoid light 
exposure, if I wake up at this time”. The different 
aspects are displayed in order of importance, and 
can be read from the top. First priority is sleep, 
then light, then caffeine. Note: there is consider-
able variability between individuals, and even sci-
entists do not always agree on the best strategy.  

Can I propose an improvement to this functionality?

Of course! We are constantly in search of im-
provements based on operational experience. 
Please contact us at crewalert_support@jeppe-
sen.com and let us know!

    

For more information
Please see the Jeppesen fatigue risk manage-
ment offering at www.jeppesen.com/FRM or 
contact us at FRM@jeppesen.com for more 
information.

CrewAlert Fatigue Mitigation Functionality 
Fatigue Mitigation FAQ.  
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